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Quantifying sustainable development
[Commoner, 1972; Speth, 1989; Ehrlich & Ehrlich, 1990]
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For sustainable development, by 2040, environmental
improvement by a factor of 20 needs to be achieved
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The Bussum water tower
Best score so far: environmental index of 1000
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Sustainable
is everything
future generations want
to inherit, use and maintain.
[Jón Kristinsson]

Future constraints for building design





Climate change Æ water and heat problems
Scarcity of resources
Depletion of fossil fuels
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Prerequisites for future designs





Ready for climate change
Using materials from the circular economy
Being at least energy-neutral

Ready for climate change




Flood-resistant, storm-proof and bushfire-safe
Containing facilities for rainwater capture and storage
Smartly designed for temperature extremes, especially heat
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Dwellings, flood-proof up to 1.3 meter
[Dobbelsteen, Lassen, Fremouw 2008]

Andy van den Dobbelsteen – Recent studies on sustainability – Aula TU Delft, 9th of September 2008

Using materials from the circular economy




Renewables (also bio-synthetics)
Recyclables (100%)
Clean and healthy materials (why make things less than 100% good?)

[Paul de Ruiter Architects]
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Being at least energy-neutral




Producing at least as much energy as one uses
Being independent from finite energy sources
Containing storage facilities for energy (for heat, cold, power)

$ 145
$ 124

$ 37

[Digital Look, 21 March 2012]

Use fossil fuels sustainably, as a bean: to build solar panels

The way to go


Energy savings in the existing building stock



Smart and bioclimatic design of new buildings



Making better use of local energy sources
– Natural sources (sun, wind, water, biomass, etc.)
– Anthropogenic sources (waste heat from various functions)



Build in resilience
– Capacity for storage, recovery and regeneration
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The New Stepped Strategy
0

standard building

1

reduce the demand
– passive, smart & bioclimatic design

2

reuse waste streams
– waste heat, water water, waste material
– in closed or connected cycles

3a solve the remaining demand sustainably
3b waste = food

Step 0: Know the figures
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Your climate figures
Mean temperature
[Bureau of Meteorology]

Wind
[Bureau of Meteorology]
Sun chart [University of Oregon]
Rainfall
[Bureau of Meteorology]

Australian household energy consumption
Housing
 2010 Residential energy use: 440 PJ [Schultz & Petchey 2011]
 2010 Population size: 22.3 million inhabitants [Australian Bureau of Statistics]
 2010 Average household size: 2.4 people [ABS]
Æ 47.4 GJ/household = 13.2 MWh
(1 kWh = 3.6 MJ Æ 1 GJ = 1000/3.6 = 278 kWh)

Mobility
 Car: 16.600 km [ABS]
Æ 43.8 GJ = 12.1 MWh
(8 l/100 km, so 1328 l petrol; 33 MJ/l petrol)

 Electric
El t i engine,
i
4 x as efficient
ffi i t
Æ 3.0 MWhel
Total household demand without electric cars: 25.1 MWh
Total demand all-electric (beyond fossil fuel): 16.2 MWhel
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Step 1: Reduce

Passive solutions for the building design


The location



The site



Orientation



Building layout



Building shape



Façade design



Air-tightness



Thermal insulation



Building mass or PCMs

The best summer place
(mean temperature ~ 20oC)

The best winter place
(mean temperature ~ 20oC)
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Use mass to stabilise the climate

Step 2: Reuse
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Reuse your waste heat (and cold)

Patterns of different urban functions

(W = heat demand, K = cold demand, E = electricity use, all per m2 GFA)
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Knowing heat sinks and sources
[Broersma, Fremouw, Dobbelsteen, Rovers 2010]

Heat map for the
centre of Rotterdam

Synergetic combinations of buildings
Appartementen

Hotel

Winkelcentrum
Theater

Schaatsbaan
Algenbad

Zwembad
Evenementenhal
[Tillie et al. 2009, images by Doepel Strijkers Architects]
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Exchanging heat in neighbourhoods
[Dobbelsteen, Wisse, Doepel, Dorst, Hobma, Daamen 2011]

inter-exchanging machine

cascading machine

Step 3: Produce
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Knowing the local energy potentials
[Broersma, Dobbelsteen, Fremouw, Stremke 2009]

Heat is solvable.



The natural environment can function as a source of heat exchange



There is enough sun per hectare to provide hundreds of households with heat



The built environment offers abundance of low-caloric (waste) heat



Contra-patterns of heat and cold demand can be balanced



Low-caloric heat can be inter-seasonally stored in shallow aquifers



Hot water can be drawn from and stored in deep aquifers (>2 km)

The problem is electricity.
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Electricity yield per hectare
All electric, an average Australian household (hh) needs approximately 16 MWh
The annual yield per hectare (10,000 m2) of land or roof with:


PV cells
ll (poly-crystalline),
( l
t lli ) electric
l t i total
t t l





Wind, 5 MW turbines
Wind, 2 MW turbines
Wind, Turby





Bio-fuel, algae (theoretical maximum)
Bio-fuel, sugarbeets
Bio-fuel, rapeseed




Biomass, forest maintenance
Biomass, cuttings

1200 MWhel

75 hh

275 MWhel
278 MWhel
120 MWhel

18 hh
18 hh
8 hh

1780 MWhel
330 MWhel
110 MWhel

111 hh
21 hh
7 hh

189 MWhel
47 MWhel

12 hh
5 hh

Energy = Space
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Do more with our roof


Red: The Energy Roof
– Generator of heat and power
– Rain water collector
– Reflector of solar radiation and active cooler



Green: The Vegetation Roof
– Rain water buffer and improver of micro-climates
– Moderator, passive cooler and humidifier
– Park landscape for people



Blue: The Greenhouse Roof
– Extra roof insulation
– Solar collector
– PV coating
– Rain water collection
– CO2 sequestration and exhaust air filter

Happy Healthy School
[Kulik et al. 2010]

–
–
–
–
–

Winter, kitchen or school garden
Urban agriculture
Algae farm
Restaurant/bar
Educational or meeting space

The year 2025
The setpoint
p
to avoid global heating by > 2oC
for
o a timely
eys
shift of
o investments
es e s
in sustainable energy technology
[King, 2009; Keeffe, 2008]
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Consequences of this
In 13 yyears time less than 10% of new
(sustainable) building stock can be constructed.
Only swift e-novation is effective.
Children younger than 17 can have no
significant influence.
It’s us who have to do it.

Thou shalt build green!
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